


AboutQualityMat
(eMatting Business Began Here

Our founder, Joe Penland, @rst began to put timbers together to formmats in the early 1970's. While working as an iron worker, he quickly saw
the need for a solution to the problem of on-site work stoppages aAer heavy rains. AAer the industry initially started using loose lumber to build up
the road beds and work surface, Mr. Penland realized that using pre-assembledmats would be easier, cleaner, less costly and workmuch better.

Shortly aAerMr. Penland began to assemble the @rst mats in his mother’s backyard, the matting idea caught hold, sparking an entire industry that
now serves customers in nearly every sector of construction, pipeline, oil@eld and transportation around the world.

Based in Beaumont, Texas, Quality Mat has grown into one of the largest mat producers in the world and is one of the oldest companies in the
business–we've been there since the beginning. Now with three locations including Houston, Texas and Killdeer, North Dakota, our annual mat
production exceeds 250,000 and our products carry exclusive patents that serve a variety of major industries.

Ever since those early days in Nederland, Texas, Quality Mat has been innovating new products and construction techniques. Quality Mat has
expanded the facility to ten times the size of what it was two decades ago. QualityMat is family owned and operated, and we are committed to
providing quality and safety in all it’s products.

Original Nederland Store in 1974

Current O)ces and
Manufacturing Plant

Beaumont, Texas



Quality in AllWeDo

From the moment we pick up the phone to answer your call to the time you
complete your project, the people atQualityMatmake sure that you receive the
best possible service and products.When you deal with us, you're dealing with
a family that stands behind our name: QUALITY.

Our philosophy is to make the best mat products and to provide you with the
best service experience throughout the life of those products. All our mats are
carefully handmade and with over 39 years of expereience in picking the best
lumber available,we use the@nest furniture grade oak to ensure ourmatswill last
for many years to come.

We always make sure that you are satis@ed with our mat products and back up
our products with a replacement guarantee. Give us a call, and you'll be able to
experience theQualityMat way of doing business.

Today,QualityMatCompany is one of
the largest producers ofmats andoneof
the oldest companies in the business…
weare the standard in the industry.



Three Ply Laminated Mats

Our very popular 3 ply laminated mat is available in 12’, 14’
and 16 foot lengths. Hese mats are strong and durable,
constructed with the same high-grade materials as our
traditional mats. Favored by customers all over the world,
these lightweight, highly maneuverable mats are the design,
concrete and general construction contractors' most
frequently request. Here are scores of uses for our 3 ply
laminated mat including temporary roads, site protection
and stable platforms from which to liM loads and operate
equipment.



Tranportation & Logistics
We Ship to all Ends of the Earth

We use the most e�cient and economical means available to get our mats to your project.
Whether we transport by truck, rail, ship or barge, be assured that our mats will arrive on
time and in perfect condition to your work site. We deal in large volumes so that we can
serve any customer, no matter how big or small or how far the project is.

Ordering & Logistics
No Job is Too Big or Too Small

He staI at Quality Mat Company is dedicated to serving you throughout the entire cycle of
your project. We will help make your ordering and delivery process eJcient and seamless,
assisting with any technical or logistical challenges you might have by oIering global shipping
by truck, rail or sea.

We take pride in saving our customers time andmoney
with our very e?cient loading and unloading practices.

500,000 square foot warehouse
3lled with inventory.

2ousands of mats in stock.

Mats loaded on barge
headed down the Mississippi River



Interlocking Mats:
THEWORLD'SMOST POPULARMAT
-emat that changed the industry

He interlocking patented oilKeldmat gave the industry an eJcient solution
to access challenges in remote locations and environmentally sensitive areas.

Beforemats came along in themid-1970’s, operatorswere forced to build up
road bedswith countless loads of Kllmaterial.Hen they faced the expensive
proposition of aggregate roadmaterial or the labor intensive process of laying
lumber boards side by side until a suitable surface was created.

Interlocking mats allow operators to build temporary roadways that can be
easily installed (and removed).He key interlocking patented feature allow
the mats to distribute loads across large networks, reducing the damage to
subsoils and oIering a stable consistent base for vehicles and equipment.He
result is a safe working surface.

Patent No. 4,462,712 / Patent No. 5,822,944

Drilling Location
Bakken, NorthDakota



Custom Mats Available
You describe your project, we’ll build a mat just for you.

Quality Mat has the experience and technology to construct mats for
customized use.Whether you need special sizing, dimensions or strength
rating, your unique project can be enhanced with a custommat.

Someof theuniquematswe'vebuilt includeusage forbargeandshipdecking,
bridge building, ramps and turnouts, point load protection, rock concerts,
special events, large vessel hauling and a host of other applications. Call
us today to have our technicians tailor a solution to your challenge.

Rig Mats

Heaverage life of aRigMat is 10 years, but if constructed soundly can stay
active for 15-20 years. Our 8’ x 40’ RigMats consist of eight independent
wood sections made up of rough cut 2” x 6” treated pine nailed together
for superiority. All RigMats aremadewith 6 x 15# crossmembers, unlike
other mats that are made with Lat bar cross members.

Hesemats are favored for drilling rig and large construction applications
and are built to hold up in the most environmentally sensitive areas all
over the world.



Nationwide Mill Supply
Our Timber Sources are Secure

QualityMatCompany is one of the largest timber buyers in theUnited
States. We maintain special relationships with dozens of mills across
the country to insure that we have the best quality hardwood with
which to build our mats.

-at translates into several bene.ts for our customers:
• Uninterrupted supply of mats.
• Ability to Kll giant orders with a simple phone call.
• Select Grade Lumber frommultiple sources.
• Abundant storage capacity with complete inventory.
• Volume discount savings that passes to our customers.
• All mats are readily available for immediate delivery.

We are so confident in the lasting quality & prolonged value
of our mats that we offer a buy back option. Our experienced
crew can also assist in grading and loading for your resale.

The Mat Industry Standard
Made /omHigh Quality Hardwoods

At Quality Mat Company, our mats are made from the Knest materials, including
furniture-grade oak and other hardwoods, steel fasteners or bolts, assembled in our
Keld-proven, patented conKguration.

Our mats are designed for the most rigorous industrial applications and the most
brutal conditions. When you need to gain access to diJcult terrain or protected
geography,Qualitymats can't be beat.Ourmats outlast conventionalmats becausewe
startwith the best lumber available and build thembyhand tomaximize and enhance
the natural strength of southern oaks.

Quality Construction
Field Proven &Time Tested

Ourmanufacturing process is as proprietary as our patented designs.We’ve invested
in the highest quality materials to help assemble our mat products. Beginning with
the Knest, strongest hardwoods available, we assemble each mat carefully and
consistently so that it will last under extreme use.

Our fasteners are supplied exclusively by Duofast and are special ordered for our
process. All of our mats are given extra attention during the assembly process so that
the boards and timbers remain tightly bound for the lifespan of the mat.

With special jigs and racks, our teamof trained assemblerswill Lip and rotate eachmat
to install a predeterminedpattern of nails, rods or bolts.His ensures the strongestmat
possible that will outlast any other competing product.



Crane Mats / Dragline Mats

Our Crane Mats are built from mixed American hardwoods and come
in 8” to 16” thick and up to 40’ long. Each mat is constructed with steel
rods on four foot centers, impact-wrench tightened, countersunk, cut oI
and bradded to ensure that nuts are retained throughout the life of the
mat. Special care is taken that the mat is dense and compression resistant
to withstand the harshest conditions and heaviest equipment. Cranemats
can be manufactured with various liMing options such as exposed bolts or
cables to meet your speciKcations.

Texas Children’s Hospital
Houston, Texas

Wind Farm in South Texas



Family Operated

When you talk to our people on the phone or get a chance to visit with our sta3, you learn that we do things di3erently around here. We are a family built, family
operated and family oriented business. And that carries through to our business dealings and professional relationships. You don’t have to be related to us to be
treated like family; that’s our good East Texas style coming through. We say what we mean. We don’t promise more than we can deliver, and our word is our bond.

Active in the Community

We care about Southeast Texas and the surrounding communities just like many of our local business partners. We’ve helped hospitals, clinics, regional ministries
and aid organizations to get the resources and equipment they need to serve. We want to turn compassion into action, to assist the good work that many people
have started. We invite you to get involved, too. Please contact us if you would like to be a part of any of these great organizations. 2ank you in advance for your
generous support.

ALWAYS READY TO SERVE YOU

Quality Facilities
Our Mats Stay High & Dry Year 'Round

If you get a chance to visit our facilities in Beaumont, Texas, Houston, Texas and Killdeer, North Dakota, you'll understand what makes our business unique.
We can keep a vast inventory of mats in our dry and secure 500,000 sq.5. warehouse in order to ful4ll requests for large orders at any time. Our customers have
grown to depend on us for the highest quality hardwood mats because we can build and store thousands indoors.

We pride ourselves on keeping our facility clean and safe so that employees, vendors and visitors don't have to worry about injuries or delays in our business.
Equipped with a rail spur, security gates, vast concrete yards and ample room for dozens of eighteen wheelers to turn around, our facilities were built to optimize
our operations. We continue to expand and improve our manufacturing facilities to accomodate the demands of the industry.

Killdeer, North Dakota
Location

Houston, Texas
Location



THE MAT THAT CHANGED THE OIL INDUSTRY

Quality Mat Company pioneered the mat industry in 1981 by installing the first drilling location built from the
patented interlocking oilfield mats. Overnight, Quality Mat Company revolutionized on land oil and gas drilling.
At that time, drilling locations were installed using loose lumber, one piece at a time. The interlocking oilfield
mat provided a faster and cleaner approach in building drilling locations, while at the same time minimizing
any environmental impact. Over 30 years later, Quality Mat’s interlocking mats have become the most popular
design and used throughout the world.

The interlocking mat, typically 8’x12’, 8’x14’ or 8’x16’, can be
built with nails or bolted with a combination of both and can be
used in the harshest environments. These mats are built with
premium oak lumber to ensure they maintain quality standards
and are recoverable for reuse.

We also provide a turnkey option of handling all dirt work and
installation of the interlocking mats.

For 39 years, Quality Mat Company has provided a turnkey operation installing mats worldwide. Quality Mat
Company is currently installing the patented interlocking mats in the Bakken shale of North Dakota. Many oil
companies have experienced the Quality Mat Company difference, such as: Hess Oil, Marathon Oil, Whiting
Oil, and many more. They have found the use of the interlocking mats to be very beneficial.

There are many benefits to the oil companies who are using the interlocking mats. First, you have a clean solid
work surface to minimize accidents and have easy access on and off the location. Second, by using the
interlocking mats, the location is complete within days and is ready for rig up. Third, there is not down time
due to weather. Vehicles and all equipment can easily access the location year round by using interlocking
mats. All of these help to bring production on line faster.

Working in the Bakken of North Dakota requires the use of tough and
strong products. The climate can get very intense and dangerous.
Temperatures can reach -40o. By using a proven product that can
withstand extreme temperatures is very important. Our mats are built
out of 100% oak and are nailed and bolted for maximum strength.
With facilities in Killdeer, North Dakota, and many yards throughout
North Dakota, we have thousands of mats ready for installation.

Current Projects



Crane Mats are typically used in areas of construction for heavy lifting, cranes needing ground stabilization,
construction of pipelines and bridges, petrochemical industry, disaster, and environmental cleanups.

Crane mats are typically 4’ wide, 8” to 12” thick and up to 40'
in length. They are built from the finest premium oak timbers
to ensure theymeet our quality standards and are recoverable
for reuse. The benefits are a dense compression resistance to
withstand the harshest conditions and heaviest equipment.
There are also many lifting options, such as exposed bolts, or
cables to meet your specifications.

Current Projects

Quality Mat Company mats are currently being used by the largest natural gas transmission company in North
America, the Trans-Canada Project. This pipeline covers most of North America, reaching from North Alberta,
Canada to Port Arthur, Texas, and is capable of producing 1.1 million barrels per day. Quality Mat Company
is providing mats to all aspects of the project, from the drilling in Canada to the pipeline throughout the United
States and in the Texas Refineries.

At the Valero Refinery in Port Arthur, Texas, Quality Mat has provided over 6,000 12” mats, sized 20’ to 30’ long
for stabilization of the massive, super heavy lifting crane, the Ale 5,300 ton ALSK190, billed as the LARGEST
CRANE IN THE WORLD. The ALSK190 is being used on the Valero Coker Drum Replacement, 500 ton coker
drums, and on the Hydrocracker unit. As shown by these two very large projects, when you need the absolute
strongest mats possible, Quality Mat is your access solution.



Quality Mat Company's laminated mats are the ideal solution for stabilization of rubber-tire vehicles. Laminated
mats have many uses such as temporary roads, platforms for digging, and access to environmentally sensitive
areas. Quality Mat Company provides the largest inventory of laminated mats in the world and are stored in
large warehouses out of the elements and are ready to be shipped anywhere in the world.

Laminated mats are typically 8’ x 12’ and 8’ x 16’. We use a
3-layer process of crossing 2” thick oak boards giving a 6” thick
mat. They are nailed or bolted together for maximum strength.

Current Project

Quality Mat Company’s laminated mats are currently being used at one of the largest producing refineries in the
United States, Motiva in Port Arthur, Texas, located on the Gulf Coast. Laminated mats are essential in the
construction of the new expansion, providing temporary roads to move large vessels and equipment in and out
of the refinery. The mats are tough, strong and easy to move. This expansion will increase current capacity to
600,000 barrels per day in 2012, making it one of the top 10 largest in the world. Quality Mat Company provided
Motiva with mats to erect the 32-story DCU2 (Delayed Coker Unit), which is another of the many examples in
the Motiva plant where our mats are used to stabilize the soft soils for support of extremely heavy equipment.



Quality Mat Company has partnered with Modern Manufacturing to provide a solid base for all your drilling,
road and construction needs. Our 8’ x 20’, 8’ x 30’, and 8’ x 40’ rig mats consist of eight independent wood
sections made up of rough cut 2” x 6” treated pine nailed together for superior rigidity. All Quality Mat
Company’s rig mats are made with 6 x 15# beam cross members, unlike other mats that are made with flat
bar cross members.

MAT OPTIONS:
• 6” x 6” horizontally placed treated wood cross members
• Oak cross members
• Size up to 12’ wide and 60’ long
• Additional reinforced lifting slots
• Boxed sides
• Additional surface treatment
• End cap ramps
• Additional longitudinal beams

Current Project

Quality Mat Company rig mats are currently being used by some of the largest oil companies in the world.
Quality Mat Company is proud to provide a large inventory in various sizes of rig mats. To the newly discovered
oil and gas resources in the US, the Bakken of North Dakota and the Eagle Ford shale in South Texas.

There are many benefits to the oil companies by using the rig mats. First, by having a clean solid work surface
to minimize accidents with easy access on and off the location. Second, by using the rig mats, the location
is complete within days and is ready for rig up. Third, there is no down time due to weather. Vehicles and
all equipment can easily access the location year round by using interlocking mats. All of these help to bring
production on line faster.



USED MATS

Quality Mat Company is the leader in used mats with thousands in inventory throughout the United States.
We often repurchase our mats from customers. Quality Mat's used mats are cleaned and minor repairs are
made, if needed. They are then graded out and put into categories of A+, A, B, and C. Used mats are great
in certain circumstances, such as being used in heavy wet soils as a bottom layer of a multiple layer project
at a fraction of the cost. When you have a jobsite that involves difficult terrain such as mud, marsh, tundra,
muskey, permafrost, wetlands, and other environmentally sensitive areas, you need Quality Mat Company as
your access solution.

MATS FOR RENT

Quality Mat Company has 39 years experience, yet we are the most modern business in this industry with an
annual output in excess of 250,000 units. And while the renting of mats is nothing new, Quality Mat was the
parent of the contemporary mat rental enterprise. All of our new mats are stored in large warehouses with air
spaces between them to prevent decay. Most mat sizes are in stock for rapid delivery and can work in the
harshest conditions from the jungles of Peru to -40º F in Northern Alberta, Canada.

Quality Mat’s rent program is designed for the customer. We can customize a plan to suit your needs with the
options to rent by day, week or month with over thousands of new and used mats in stock throughout the
United States.



Quality Mat is recognized as a world leader in mat fabrication, but also specializes in the transportation,
service, installation and removal of our matting systems. Not only does our quick turn delivery team get your
hardwood to you when you need them, but we can install and remove them too.

Our expert crews can typically install up to 50,000 sq. ft of mats a day at each location and have all the
experience, equipment and resources necessary to get the job done fast and installed right; saving you time
and money.

Our operators have installed millions of mats in some of the toughest environments and most challenging
terrains the world has to offer, always taking special precautions to make sure to protect the environment.

From your first call to us until the end of the project, we're on call whenever you need a helping hand, 24/7
365 days a year.

For your next project, get the QUALITY difference!



When your jobsite involves difficult terrain such as mud, marsh, tundra, muskey, permafrost, wetlands, or
any other environmentally sensitive areas, you need Quality Mat Company, your access solution.

The mats allow operators to build temporary roadways that can be easily installed (and removed). Mats
distribute loads across large networks, reducing the damage to subsoils and offering a stable, consistent
base for vehicles and equipment. The result is a quicker, safer, and cleaner job.

Quality Mat Company has 39 years experience and the
expertise that come from matting some of the harshest
environments on earth for industries like oilfield drilling,
petrochemical plants, pipeline, environmentally sensitive,
wildlife refuge, and any disaster recovery.

BENEFITS

• Safe Work Surface

• Environmentally Friendly

• No Lost Time Drilling

• Smaller Footprint for Landowner

• All-Weather Location

• Offering a Turnkey Operation

Quality Mat is proud to be a good steward of the
environment, while providing a safe work environment.








